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State University.The formin family of cytoskeletal remodeling proteins are lauded
for thier performances at numerous biological venues. Typically acting
as effectors for Rho family GTP-binding proteins, formins were shown
to be crucial in cell motility and division. Later, formins achieved
celebrity status when they demonstrated direct participation in actin
ﬁlament assembly. Following that performance, their fame has
become widespread. Most reviews on formins have emphasized the
many outstanding biochemical and structural studies describing how
formins nucleate, processively elongate, and in some cases bundle
non-branched actin ﬁlaments. This special issue on formins spotlights
new roles in cell morphology and cell signaling networks inﬂuencing
development and growth control.
From a historical perspective, the curtain opened on the formin
saga when these proteins were associated with a gene cluster shown
to cause limb deformity defects in mice. However, the name “formin”
may be a misnomer because the genetic lesions that led to limb
defects probably did not affect the formin gene itself. Next, Castrillon
and Wasserman observed that the Drosophila gene, Diaphanous,
shared amino acid sequence homology with the limb deformity genes
and other gene products. These conserved regions were named
formin homology-1 (FH1) and -2 (FH2) domains.
The main act in the formin story was rooted in the discovery by
Pruyne and colleagues that formins nucleate non-branched (linear)
actin ﬁlaments. Subsequent studies have revealed that the FH2
domain, a tethered dimer, is loosely associated with the barbed ends
of elongating ﬁlaments to promote actin monomer addition. Recent
scenes in the ongoing formin plot focus on the roles of formins and
their binding proteins in modulating molecular forces. On the cellular
level, formins organize trafﬁcking of membrane-bound vesicles and
participate in signaling to the nucleus, where they affect new gene
expression through the transcription factor SRF. Formins drive
membrane protrusions that underlie ﬁlopodial extension and con-
tribute to the actin networks within lamellae. Likewise, formin-
dependent force generation may lie at the heart of other membrane-
remodeling events. Formins fabricate the actin networks within
membrane structures that engulf or endocytose receptors or other
targets during phagocytosis. During development, formins contribute
to mechanisms of cell migration and polarity.
Questions remain as to how formins are integrated into the
complex actin assembly machinery and how they might work in
conjunction with other nucleators. Formins and other nucleation
promoting factors, such as WASp family members, trigger nucleation
while acting as effectors for Rho proteins. While it is likely thatWASp-
activated Arp2/3 collaborates with formins, it remains unclear to
what degree WASp/formin integration actually occurs. Emerging
genetic studies point to formin collaboration with other actin
nucleators such as Spire. The range of functional overlap between
formins and additional actin assembly factors is vast, so the
opportunities for cooperation remain be abundant.0167-4889/$ – see front matter © 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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actors accept a second role in inﬂuencing microtubule remodeling, an
arena where the plot remains uncertain. One question focuses on the
effect of newly generated actin ﬁlaments upon microtubule dynamics
and the mechanism whereby formins inﬂuence this effect. While
questions remain, formins directly affect microtubule stability and
coordinate other regulators of microtubule dynamics. One such
dialogue involves the protein product of the familial polyposis coli
gene APC, a well known tumor suppressor.
Future acts in the formin drama are certain. The script may point to
formins as regulators in arenas ranging from stem cell biology to
tumorigenesis. However, the role played by these multifaceted actors
in mammalian morphogenesis may require revision. Subtle limb
deformity defects have been shown in formin knockout mice, but this
phenotype appears to occur only in speciﬁc inbred strains. Targeted
knockout of one formin that acts as an effector for Rho proteins leads
to immune cell dysfunction. However, mutation of the same gene in
humans is thought to lead to progressive nonsyndromic deafness but
not to immunodeﬁciencies. How does this mutation affect formin
function? Do defects in other formins trigger or support malignan-
cies? These scenarios and other dangling plot threads are the foci of
this special issue.
Finally, I am indebted to the many colleagues who took the time to
prepare the review articles that appear here. I am also grateful to
those who acted as reviewers and to the Elsevier staff for their
patience and their commanded interest in the dynamic ﬁelds where
the formin family of proteins has taken a central role.
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